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ABSTRACT
The Phenology of vegetation varies with climate and
variability in phenology is a powerful measure of
climate change. Remotely-sensed data can be used to
produce phenology curves that capture ‘green-up’,
maturity and senescence from local to global scales.
These curves are usually produced with Normalised
Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) data but are
notoriously noisy. The MERIS Terrestrial Chlorophyll
Index (MTCI) is related to the chlorophyll content,
does not suffer from some of the limitations of NDVI
(e.g., saturation at high biomass) and should, it was
hypothesised, produce a less noisy phenological curve.
Two methods were used to determine the phenological
curve (signal) and Variability in the curve (noise);
iterative polynomial fitting and discrete Fourier
transformation.
The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for MTCI curves was
significantly higher than for the NDVI curves and this
difference was largest for high green biomass areas.
This was probably the result of the compositing
techniques typically used for MTCI data. However, the
two methods of SNR calculation produced different
results for the NDVI but not the MTCI, thus suggesting
that there was bias in the less noisy NDVI curve.
1. INTRODUCTION
Climate influences vegetation growth and more
specifically increased temperature and level of
atmospheric carbon dioxide increases vegetation
productivity, carbon sequestration and modifies
ecosystem function [1, 2]. The estimation, in space
and time, of vegetation phenological variables such as:
time of onset of ‘greenness’, time of end of
‘greenness’, duration of the growing season, rate of
‘green up’ and rate of senescence can provide the
information needed to understand better the effect of
climate change on vegetation. Such phenological
variables can be derived from ground or remotely
sensed data. Ground-derived phenological variables
provide species-specific information with high
temporal resolution but lack a spatial component [3].
By contrast, temporally frequent remotely sensed data
provide a unique opportunity to estimate phenological
variables at a range of scales from local to global. The
normalised difference vegetation index (NDVI), ratio
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of reflected solar radiation in red and near-infrared
wavebands, is used widely to estimate phenological
variables [4]. Many studies have used an NDVI time
series calculated using the Advanced Very High
Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) sensor data to first,
derive phenological variables and then use this
information to quantify ecosystem response to climate
change over continents and decades [5, 6, 7, 8]. These
studies have been made possible by the high
correlation between NDVI and the amount of green
vegetation biomass [6]. However, most of the studies
suffered from unexplained variations in a smooth
growth curve, as a result of image miss-alignment,
sensor miss-calibration [9] and changing atmospheric
conditions [10], for example, temporal variation in the
presence of cloud, water, snow, or shadow [11, 12].
As a result, it has proved difficult to derive reliable
routine phenological variables from raw NDVI time
series data [5]. Smoothing methods have been
developed to suppress this sensor and environmental
‘noise’ in the phenological signal. Examples include
median smoothing [5], discrete Fourier transforms
[13], moving averages [14] and Savitzky-Golay filters
[15].
Furthermore, the NDVI which varies with both the
amount of
green vegetation biomass and the
concentration of chlorophyll [11, 16, 17] saturates at
high levels of both. Satellite sensor systems such as
EOS and Envisat and in the future, Sentinel 3, could go
some way to addressing this constraint. An operational
ESA Envisat product, the MERIS Terrestrial
Chlorophyll Index (MTCI), is related directly to
canopy chlorophyll content [18], which is, in turn, a
function of chlorophyll concentration and leaf area
index [19]. MTCI has limited sensitivity to
atmospheric effects and also soil background and view
angle [20] and with the availability of near real time
weekly and global MTCI composites [21] enables
researchers to derive accurate phenological variables
accurately. However, given the previous experience
with the NDVI, it is important to estimate the amount
of sensor and environmental noise present in the
MTCI time series before using it to derive these
phenological variables.
The aim of this study was to estimate and compare the
Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) in both NDVI and MTCI
time series for different land cover types as a prelude to
the use of the MTCI for regional to global scale
phenological investigations.

2. DATA METHODOLOGY
Although most remote sensing studies of vegetation
phenology have used NDVI calculated using AVHRR
data, the NDVI derived from the spatially, spectrally
and radiometrically more appropriate SPOT
VEGETATION sensor are the most accurate available
in routinely available datasets [22]. For this study, a
time series of
SPOT VEGETATION
NDVI
composite (S10) products was obtained from the
VGT4Africa project [23].
The S10 NDVI product is derived from 10 day periods
or dekads of NDVI data [24], mapped onto a 1km
latitude-longitude grid using a Maximum Value
Composite (MVC) algorithm. For each pixel in the
grid, the MVC algorithm selects the most probable
NDVI value [23] during the dekad period. If two, or
more, NDVI values have the same probability then the
maximum value is used.
MTCI data was composited from standard ESA Level
2 (geophysical) products using an identical
compositing period (dekads) and map grid (latitudelongitude, 112 pixels per degree) as those used for the
S10 NDVI product. The MTCI value compositing
algorithm differed, however, from the VGT4Africa
MVC algorithm in that all valid MTCI values were
combined using an arithmetic mean. As a result, the
S10 NDVI data have already undergone, what is in
effect, a noise reduction procedure whereas MTCI
composite data have not.
Eight dominant land cover types were selected using
the University of Maryland (UMD) thirteen class, 1 km
spatial resolution land cover map. The UMD land
cover map had been prepared using AVHRR data
acquired between 1991-1994 [25].
The NDVI
composite, MTCI composite and land cover map were
co-registered and for each land cover type pixels were
selected from across Africa.
Two techniques were used to estimate the ‘signal’ (the
smooth time series curve) and the ‘noise’ (variability
around the time series curve): (i) Iterative polynomial
fitting and (ii) discrete Fourier transformation.
2.1.
Iterative polynomial fitting
The iterative polynomial algorithm divides the time
series T, into a set of n, 21 dekad long, time series (Tn)
with an overlap of 6 dekad between each time series.
For each n a 5th order polynomial (Pn) was fitted to
each series (Tn)
For each overlapping period the data were averaged.
The resultant smooth time series is Sn is defined as :
Sn =Max (Tn, Pn )
(1)
This process was repeated 6 times and the 5th degree
polynomial ensures that the curve cannot have more
than 4 extrema (2 minima and 2 maxima) during the 21
dekad time period.

2.2.
Discrete Fourier transformation
The discrete Fourier transformation (DFT) decomposes
any complex waveform into a series of sinusoids of
different frequency. Individual sinusoids and their
frequencies can be amalgamated in to a complex
waveform for which noise has been removed. The
DFT is given by:

F(u ) =

1
N

N −1

∑ f ( x) * e

− 2πux / T

(2)

x =0

Where f(x) is the xth value in the time series, u is the
number of Fourier components, x is the dekad number,
T is the length of time period cover (number of dekad),
and here T is equal to N.
The above equation consists of two parts: cosine (real)
part and sine (imaginary part), where the cosine part is:

FC ( u ) =

1
N

N −1

∑ ( f ( x) * cos(2π
x =0

ux
) (3)
T

And the sine part is

FS (u ) =

1
N

N −1

∑ ( f ( x) * sin(2π
x =0

ux
)
T

Using the above equation the Fourier magnitude (Fm)
can be calculated as

Fm ( u ) = FC2(u ) + FS2(u )
And the phase (Fp) can be calculated as

 FC (u )
F p ( u ) = a tan 2
F
 S (u )






The first two harmonics of the Fourier transformation
usually account for 50-90% of the variability in a data
set; in this case variability in the vegetation index time
series [13, 26]. Inverse Fourier transformation using
the first two harmonics alone has been used
successfully by others to recreate an NDVI ‘profile’ for
the identification of crop types [26], agro-ecological
zones [27] and broad land cover types [28]. It has been
suggested that phenologically related information
exists within the fist five harmonics with higher order
harmonics dominated by noise [29].
2.3.
Estimating Signal-to-Noise ratio (SNR)
We assumed that the smooth curves obtained by
iterative polynomial fitting and inverse Fourier
transformation were ‘signal’ and
the difference
between this smooth curve and the raw data were
‘noise’. The SNR can be estimated as:

SNR =

Max Signal − Min signal
StDev Noise

(4)

This was applied to NDVI and MTCI time series
processed using iterative polynomial fitting and
discrete Fourier transformation.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
For a broadleaved forest pixel a comparison between
the smoothed curve derived using both iterative
polynomial fitting and discrete Fourier transformation
and raw data for the MTCI and NDVI is shown in Fig.
1.
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The MTCI and NDVI SNR for each land cover type
were compared using scatter plots (Fig. 2 and 3) and
as would be expected, there was no correlation
between the two. However, the MTCI SNR was high
for the high green biomass classes (deciduous
broadleaf, evergreen broadleaf, woodland, wooded
grassland) and the NDVI SNR was slightly higher for
the intermediate green biomass class (shrubland).
Moreover, the MTCI SNR was more than twice that of
NDVI SNR
for deciduous broadleaf, evergreen
broadleaf and woodland (table 1). As discussed above
iterative polynomial fitting produced a slightly lower
NDVI SNR than that of discrete Fourier
transformation.
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Figure 2. Relationship between MTCI SNR and NDVI
SNR for eight land cover classes using iterative
polynomial fitting.
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Figure 1. Comparison of smoothed curve (signal) and
raw data using discrete Fourier transformation &
iterative polynomial fitting for MTCI & NDVI for a
deciduous broadleaved pixel and the normalised
noise.
The iterative polynomial curve was fitted along the
highest values, as NDVI values were, in general,
lowered by sensor and environmental noise. The
discrete Fourier transformation makes no such
assumptions and fitted the curve through the middle of
the time series points.

Land cover class
Deciduous broadleaf
Evergreen broadleaf
Woodland
Wooded grassland
Closed shrubland
Open shrubland
Grassland
Cropland

No of
points
82
139
138
121
92
99
101
101

Mean SNR using
IPF

Mean SNR
using DFT

MTCI
11.15
7.09
14.45
12.31
9.25
9.30
9.05
11.0

MTCI
10.82
6.70
14.71
12.91
9.94
8.08
8.79
12.6

NDVI
4.04
2.90
7.44
10.19
11.05
10.43
8.03
10.5

NDVI
5.26
4.17
8.64
11.36
12.74
12.20
9.27
12.5

Table1. Mean and standard deviation (SD) of MTCI
SNR and NDVI SNR for eight land cover classes
estimated
using
the
discrete
Fourier
transformation(DFT)
and iterative polynomial
fitting(IPF).
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Deciduous broadleaf
Evergreen broadleaf
Woodland
Wooded grassland
Closed shrubland
Open shrubland
Grassland
Cropland

SNR for MTCI
Z
p
-0.326
0.745
-0.222
0.824
-0.829
0.407
-0.310
0.756
-1.005
0.315
-1.503
0.133
-0.393
0.694
-2.348
0.019

Table 2. Mann Whitney Z and p values for MTCI SNR
and NDVI SNR between SNR estimated using the
discrete Fourier transformation and iterative
polynomial fitting.
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Figure 3. Relationship between MTCI SNR and NDVI
SNR for eight land cover classes using discrete Fourier
transformation.
The Mann-Whitney U test was used to determine (i) if
there was a significant difference between SNR
produced using the two methods and (ii) if variation in
SNR in MTCI and NDVI was significant. The MannWhitney U-Test examines whether the differences
between two sets of sample data are significant or
whether these differences could have occurred by
chance.
For NDVI time series and for most land cover classes
either there was a significant (p<0.001) or marginally
significant (p<0.05) difference between the SNR
produced using the two methods (table 2). By contrast,
for MTCI time series and for most land cover classes
(except cropland) there was no significant difference
between the SNR produced using the two methods
(table 2). This was because the iterative polynomial
was fitted to high values of NDVI and the discrete
Fourier transformation produced a curve that passed
through the middle of the time series points. Therefore,
when there was a data ‘drop out’ in the NDVI time
series the difference between raw and processed data
was higher when iterative polynomial fitting than
when using discrete Fourier transformation; resulting
in a higher noise and lower SNR for the former
method. As there was no significant difference between
the SNR produced by both methods in the MTCI time
series curve, it can be inferred that there is no bias in
the MTCI noise. It suggested that MTCI noise is more
randomly distributed around the signal and so does not
results in the data ‘drop outs’ seen in NDVI data.

Deciduous broadleaf
Evergreen broadleaf
Woodland
Wooded grassland
Closed shrubland
Open shrubland
Grassland
Cropland

-8.728
-12.191
-9.078
-3.219
-2.274
-1.558
-1.842
-1.169

p
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
0.0013
0.0230
0.1192
0.0655
0.2425

SNR using
iterative
polynomial
fitting
Z
p
-7.715 <0.001
-8.698 <0.001
-8.031 <0.001
-2.875 0.0040
-2.666 0.0077
-4.829 <0.001
-0.629 0.5292
-0.675 0.4991

Table 3. Mann Whitney Z and p values for SNR
estimated using the discrete Fourier transformation
and iterative polynomial fitting between the MTCI SNR
and NDVI SNR.
Similar NDVI and MTCI SNR were obtained when
using iterative polynomial fitting and the discrete
Fourier transformation (Table 3). However, MTCI
SNR for deciduous broadleaf, evergreen broadleaf,
woodland and wooded grassland classes were
significantly higher than for NDVI SNR (p<0.001 and
p<0.05). The difference between MTCI SNR and
NDVI SNR for the remaining classes was not
significant, with the exception of the shrubland class
where the NDVI SNR was significantly higher than the
MTCI SNR when using iterative polynomial fitting.
A lower NDVI SNR than MTCI SNR for high biomass
classes was because NDVI saturates at high LAI
whereas MTCI does not. As a result the signal will
reach an asymptote for NDVI but peak for MTCI. This
suggests that MTCI is more sensitive than NDVI to
growth in vegetation, in particular for high biomass
classes. However, the MTCI composites were
produced as an arithmetic mean without any prior noise
removal and just one ‘noisy’ point within the
composting period could have a large effect on the
overall value of the composited data. If, in future,
better compositing methods were used that suppressed

noise within the compositing period then the MTCI
SNR would be even higher.
4. CONCLUSION
The SNR for NDVI and MTCI time series were
determined for eight land cover types using iterative
polynomial fitting and discrete Fourier transformation.
A maximum value compositing method was used to
produce NDVI composites; whereas an arithmetic
mean was used to produce MTCI composites. It can be
conluded from this study that:
(i) The MTCI SNR was significantly higher than
NDVI SNR for areas of high green biomass.
However, the MTCI SNR could have been
increased by adopting a better composting method
which could remove outliers that contribute to
noise.
(ii) There was a statistically significant difference
between NDVI SNR estimated using the two
methods which suggested a bias in NDVI time
series as a result of sensor and environmental
noise.
(iii) There was no significant difference between MTCI
SNR estimated using the two methods which
suggested MTCI was less affected by sensor and
environmental noise.
Other criteria, such as phenological variable
determination, are subject to further comparison. The
future work should focus on:(i) alternate filtering for
MTCI compositing e.g. median instead of mean to
reduce the effect of outlier values and (ii) comparison
in areas of know NDVI value ‘dropouts’ (e.g., along
the Gulf of Guinea in Africa) to see if MTCI is
degraded to the same extent.
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